
ACTIVITY
BOOKLET 
FOR KIDS!

10-14



View the Exhibition!

Visit
www.bermudanationalgallery.com

to experience the online walkthrough
of the gallery.



What do you see?
colours
shapes

brushstrokes
material

size & scale
people
place

WHEN YOU GO AROUND THE EXHIBITION THINK
ABOUT....



About the Exhibit
Words from the Artist: Portraits of Slavery

How do you think this exhibit represents the legacy of slavery?

In your own words, what is this exhibit about?

Think about: 
What do you know about the history of slavery in Bermuda?
How would you represent this part of our history?

"Forced migration through the
middle passage meant loss of
name, loss of language, loss of
language, loss of culture and
sense of self...the tearing and
ripping of the faces is a metaphor
for this violent history."

"While we look at history as a view of the past, its consequences are
occurring now, and how we correct our past errors determines our
future realities. The past, present and future are occurring
simultaneously."



CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE ARTWORK AND
SPEND SOME TIME ANSWERING THESE

QUESTIONS.
Use as much detail as possible - imagine you are

describing it to someone who has not seen it.

Title of work:
Date of work:
Artist:

What do you see?

What material is it made from?

What colours are used?

What words would you use to describe this artwork?

Are there people in this work? If so, what are they doing?

Is there anything else you notice? 



From the Exhibit
A Glimpse of the Gallery: Poetry



AFTER READING THE POEM NEXT TO THESE
ARTWORKS, WHAT DO YOU THINK?

 

How do you think the poem connects to
the pictures?

What does this poem make you feel?

What do you think this is trying to say?



What is collage?
Collage is combining different materials

and forms together to make new art 

What elements can you spot in the collage for this exhibit?

painting
drawingpoetry

fiction
photography

prose

printmaking

textiles



WHAT DO YOU THINK IS HAPPENING IN THIS
ARTWORK? DESCRIBE THE STORY

Some things to think about:
If you could hear noises what would they sound like?
What would she say? 
How does it make you feel? Why? 



Your turn! Let's make a collage!
First, draw yourself!



Your turn! Draw yourself again! 
Draw yourself doing something different this time



Your turn! Draw your family! 
Think about your family history or legacy



Can you do calligraphy?
Practice writing your name in the box below!



You need scissors and glue! 
Cut out your drawings, cut them into shapes, and paste

them together to create a collage

Title:



Write a poem based on your collage:

What is your source of inspiration: 

Let's do some writing!
'Make your presence felt' themes to consider

spirit time awareness currency monument

wealth recall fragmentation vessel ownership
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